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Extended Abstract
Abstract
In this paper we show how the natural duality between the category CPO
U
of cpos
and continuous mappings which are upper adjoints and the dual category CPO
L
of
cpos and continuous lower adjoints leads to a simple proof that certain endofunctors
preserve projective limits This can be used to show such functors have invariant
objects which provide solutions to domain equations they dene In addition we
rene the results by applying them to subcategories of ALG the category of algebraic
cpos and continuous maps and we also show how analogous results can be derived
for the category CON of continuous cpos and continuous mappings
 Introduction
The ability to solve equations such asD  D  D is why domain theory is of
fundamental importance to theoretical computer science While the equation
just cited is particularly problematical  involving as it does both covariance
and contravariance of the variable domain D  there is a large class of such
equations that are covariant only in the variable domain D Such domains as
D  A

P


aA
D that provides a solution for modeling bisimulation 
is but one example In this paper	 we outline an approach to solving domain
equations that di
ers from the standard approach to nding a solution to
such equations see  for details Our approach relies on three fundamental
observations
i the duality of the categories CPO
e
of cpos and embedding maps and the
category CPO
p
of cpos and projection maps	 which provides a particularly
simple proof of

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ii the fact that	 for directed index sets I
lim

P
i
 fp
ij
g
ijI
  lim

P
i
 fe
ij
g
ijI

where e
ij
P
i
 P
j
is an embedding map and p
ij
P
j
 P
i
is the associated
projection map for i  j  I	 and
iii Regarding CPO as enriched over the category POS of posets and mono
tone maps	 the fact that the equations we wish to solve involve nding in
variant cpos for endofunctors that are a composition of endofunctors
each of which either is a one half of an adjunction when restricted to
subcategories of CPO
e
and of CPO
p
	 or else is a endofunctor whose
continuity is clear
In essence	 while the approach to solving domain equations rst presented in
 and also described in  focuses on the category CPO
ep
whose morphisms
are pairs of maps  embeddingprojection pairs	 the approach we outline here
separates CPO
ep
into two distinct categories	 and exploits the dual equiva
lence between them that is the identity on objects In addition to providing
solutions to some of the usual domain equations	 the techniques we develop
are applicable to the broader categories CPO
L
of cpos and continuous maps
that are lower adjoints to some mapping in the category CPO
U
of cpos and
continuous maps that are upper adjoints to some map in CPO
L
 This com
plete duality was rst observed in the case of continuous lattices as described
in  however	 the classical approach to solving domain equations that is
described there does not utilize the observations we make here
The impetus for the results reported here is the result presented in Section
	 which was rst announced at last years MFPS meeting This result
e
ectively says that adjunctions between categories of algebraic cpos can be
regarded as lifts of adjunctions between categories of partially ordered sets	
if they are dened on objects via the compact elements What the results
reported here add to these observations is the ability to solve domain equations
in the lower setting and then to lift the solutions to the appropriate category
 algebraic cpos or continuous cpos	 respectively	 when those equations dene
a xed point of a functor between categories of cpos that is a left adjoint Of
course	 the solutions themselves can be found using the approach in 	 or	
in some cases	 using information systems  What is new here are not the
results so much as the techniques we use to retrieve them They show that
the intuitive approach of solving a domain equation among algebraic cpos by
rst nding a poset P satisfying a related equation and then forming the ideal
completion can be lifted to the level of a theorem We outline how this same
principle can be used for solving domain equations among continuous cpos
The rest of the paper is structured as follows In the next section we
develop the duality between CPO
L
and CPO
U
	 which restricts to give a duality
between CPO
e
and CPO
p
 Then we derive the main results of the paper	 which
are the remaining items enumerated above and their application to solving
domain equations In the following section	 we delineate the standard type

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constructors within CPO indicating how our results guarantee each has an
invariant cpo
Next	 we show how these results restrict to categories of algebraic cpos
to reduce solving domain equations in that category to solving associated
equations in the category of posets and monotone maps A subsection presents
the general categorical result alluded to above that justies categorically the
wellknown idea that nding initial	 continuous algebras over algebraic cpos
is the same thing as rst nding the free ordered algebra over the set of
compact elements of the associated cpo and then taking the ideal completion
our results allow us to extend this to include solving domain equations
In the nal section we indicate how similar results to those in the algebraic
setting can be derived in the category of continuous cpos using the approach of
abstract bases developed in  This involves dening new categories of these
objects	 where the morphisms are more general than approximable relations
Of particular note is the fact that our use of lower adjoints allows us to bring
monotone maps between abstract bases into the picture
We note that the results we present here are very close to ones contained
in 
 The Duality of CPO
L
and CPO
U
In this section we develop a duality between the category CPO
L
of cpos and
those continuous maps that have a continuous upper adjoint	 ie	 the category
CPO
U
 In fact	 we show this duality restricts to numerous subcategories of the
category CPO of cpos and continuous maps	 and this can be used to recapture
several now standard results about solutions to domain equations We begin
with the relevant denitions
By a cpo we mean a complete partial order a partially ordered set P with
least element in which every directed subset a subset D whose every nite
subset has an upper bound in D has a least upper bound A map f P  Q
between cpos is continuous if it is monotone and preserves suprema of directed
sets
Denition  A pair of monotone mappings f P  Q and gQ P is an
adjunction if
x  P y  Q fx v
Q
y  x v
P
gy
The following is a routine result about adjunctions
Proposition  Given a pair of monotone maps f P  Q and gQ  P 
the following are equivalent
i The pair f g is an adjunction
ii f 	 g v 
Q
and g 	 f w 
P

iii x  P  fx  inf g


x and y  Q gy  sup f

y

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Moreover in this case f preserves all existing suprema and g preserves all
existing inma Finally each of these conditions implies

f  f 	 g 	 f and g  g 	 f 	 g 
It follows from this result that each half of an adjunction determines
the other uniquely Because of the second equivalent condition	 we call f the
lower adjoint and g its upper adjoint As is detailed in 	 a mapping between
complete lattices that preserves all inma has an upper adjoint that preserves
all suprema	 and vice verse In the case of cpos	 however	 we must hypothesize
the existence of adjoints they are not guaranteed to exist in general We
shall conne our interest to continuous adjunctions  those in which both
components are continuous mappings But notice that the clause following
the list of equivalences implies that lower adjoints are continuous whenever
they exist
We let CPO
U
be the category of cpos and continuous maps which are upper
adjoints	 and	 dually	 CPO
L
the category of cpos and continuous maps which
are lower adjoints to some continuous map A simple corollary of the previous
Proposition is the following
Theorem  The functors b
U
CPO
L
 CPO
op
U
and b
L
CPO
op
U
 CPO
L
form a dual equivalence where

b
P
U
 P for cpos and
b
f
U
 g the upper adjoint of f  and

b
P
L
 P for cpos and bg
L
 f  the lower adjoint of g 
Corollary  The functors b
U
and b
L
restrict to form a dual equivalence
between the categories CPO
e
of cpos and embedding maps and CPO
p
of cpos and
projection mappings where an embedding between cpos is a continuous one
toone mapping that has an upper adjoint and a projection is a continuous
surjection which has a lower adjoint 
Since the categories CPO
L
and CPO
U
enjoy a dual equivalence	 it follows
that any completeness of either category is reected in the other This leads
us to the following result
Proposition  The category CPO
U
has projective limits i e given any
diagram  I
op
 CPO
U
from a directed set I regarded as a category there
is a limit cone    CPO
U
for 
Proof We outline the constructions	 the details of which for the embedding
projection case can be found in  If fP
i
 g
ij
g
ijI
is a directed family of cpos
and upper adjoints	 then the usual product 
i
P
i
is a cpo	 as is easily shown
We then dene
P  fx
i

iI
j i  j  g
ij
x
j
  x
i
g
which is also easily seen to be closed in P
i
under directed suprema We also
dene p
i
P  P
i
to be the restriction of the projection map These mappings

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are then upper adjoints whose lower adjoints are given as
f
i
P
i
 P by f
i
x
j
 g
jk
	 f
ik
x for any k  I with i j  k
To see that P is a least element	 rst note that since I is directed	 it follows
that
P  P

 fx
i

iI

j i  j  g
ij
x
j
  x
i
g
where I

 fi  I j i

 ig and i

 I is any xed element The isomorphism is
the projection mapping from P to P

 With this observation	 we can conclude
that P

	 and hence P 	 have a least element  in P

it is the element 


f
i

j

i


iI

	 where f
ij
is the lower adjoint of g
ij
for each i  j  I
If Q is a cpo and h
i
Q  P
i
is an upper adjoint such that g
ij
	 h
j
 h
i
for i  j  I	 then dening hQ  P by hx
i
 h
i
x yields a unique
continuous mapping that makes the relevant diagram commute	 and which is
an upper adjoint 
The lower adjoint to a projection map 
j
 
iI
P
i
 P
j
is the mapping

j
x
k


x if k  j

k
otherwise
However	 even if f
i
P  P
i
is an upper adjoint for each i  I	 there still may
not be a lower adjoint to the mapping x  f
i
x
iI
P  
i
P
i
 That is	
CPO
p
is not closed under products Easy examples also show the category is
not closed under equalizers	 so the previous Proposition provides just about
the only limit closure property of the category
Theorem  If P
i
 g
ij

ijI
is a projective system in CPO
U
and P
i
 f
ij

ijI
is the associated inductive system in CPO
L
 then
lim

P
i
 g
ij

ijI
 lim

P
i
 f
ij

ijI

In particular since CPO
U
is procomplete the category CPO
L
is indcomplete
Proof The fact that b
L
CPO
U
 CPO
L
and b
U
CPO
L
 CPO
U
form a
dual equivalence that is the identity on objects implies that projective limits
in CPO
U
are taken to the corresponding inductive limits in CPO
L
	 and vice
verse Since we know that CPO
U
is procomplete	 it follows that CPO
L
is ind
complete	 and the functor b
L
must take a projective limit to the inductive
limit of the corresponding inductive system 
Denition 	 Let A be a subcategory of CPO We say A is procomplete if
A is closed in CPO under the formation of projective limits Likewise	 A is
indcomplete if A is closed in CPO under the formation of inductive colimits
For example	 Proposition  shows that CPO
U
is procomplete	 and The
orem  implies CPO
L
is indcomplete Furthermore	 CPO
p
is procomplete
and CPO
e
is indcomplete We record these observations as the following
Corollary 
 Let A be a subcategory of CPO which is procomplete Then

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the subcategories

A
U
of objects of A and upper adjoints in A and

A
p
of objects of A and projective maps
also are procomplete Likewise if A is indcomplete then so are the categories
A
L
and A
e
 
Our interest is in functors F A  B between categories of cpos which
we can show preserve projective limits in A
U
 One approach is to use the en
riched setting over CPO	 which requires such functors to be locally continuous
This means simply that	 for objects AA

in A	 the mapping F AAA

 
BFA FA

 is Scott continuous But the duality theory we have at hand
allows for a more general result  at least in some situations
Recall that CPO is enriched over POS	 the category of posets and monotone
maps This simply means that each homset CPOP P

 is a poset In this
setting	 a 	functor between subcategories A and B of CPO is a functor F A
B that preserves the order on homsets i e	 F AAA

 BFA FA

 is in
POS for every AA

in A	 or	 equivalently	 F is locally monotone This is
enough to guarantee that F preserves adjunctions
Lemma  If F A B is locally monotone and f A A

is lower adjoint
to gA

 A in A then Ff FA FA

is lower adjoint to FgFA

 FA in
B
Proof Let f A  A

be lower adjoint to gA

 A in A Then f 	 g v 
A

and g 	 f w 
A
 Since F is locally monotone	
Ff 	 Fg  F f 	 g v F
A

 
FA


and
Fg 	 Ff  F g 	 f w F
A
 
FA

Proposition  then implies Ff is lower adjoint to Fg 
Theorem  Let A and B be procomplete subcategories of CPO and let
F A  B be a locally monotone functor which is a left adjoint Then the
restriction F
U
A
U
 B
U
is procontinuous as is the restriction F
p
A
p
 B
p

Proof Lemma  implies that F restricts to functors F
U
A
U
 B
U
and
F
p
A
p
 B
p
 If P
i
 g
ij

ijI
is an projective system in A
U
	 then the associated
inductive system P
i
 f
ij

ijI
is in A
L
 Moreover	 if P g
i

iI
is the limit of
P
i
 g
ij

ijI
in A
U
	 then Theorem  implies P f
i

ijI
is the colimit of the
inductive system P
i
 f
ij

ijI
in A
L

Since F A B is a left adjoint	 we have

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F
U
lim

P
i
 g
ij
  F lim

P
i
 g
ij
 since A is procomplete
 F lim

P
i
 f
ij
 by Theorem 
 lim

F P
i
 F f
ij
 since left adjoints preserve colimits
 lim

F P
i
 F g
ij
 Since F is locally monotone
and applying Theorem 
 lim

F
U
P
i
 F
U
g
ij
 since B is procomplete

The results we have derived are in one sense more limited than the stan
dard approach to showing endofunctors are continuous	 since the results de
scribed	 e g	 in  show that any locally continuous endofunctor has a con
tinuous restriction to the subcategory CPO
e
	 whereas our results apply only to
locally monotone adjunctions On the other hand	 our results are more gen
eral in the sense that they do not rely on having to restrict to the subcategory
of embeddings	 but instead apply equally to all mappings which either are an
upper or a lower adjoint
 Solving Equations in CPO
We now have the tools to actually solve some domain equations It remains
to illustrate which constructs from domain theory fall into the setting we have
developed We give a list of some of the standard domain constructors to
which our results apply in each case	 the associated functors are functors
over CPO regarded as a CPOenriched category	 and so they also are functors
if we regard CPO only as POSenriched Thus	 we only need to clarify which
ones of the constructors arise as a component of an adjunction

 Lift
The lift of a domain D is the domain D with a new least element attached
This denes a left adjoint to the forgetful functor from the category CPO

of
cpos and strict maps ones preserving least elements to the category DCPO
of directed complete partial orders and continuous maps Since this clearly is
a locally monotone functor	 Theorem  implies this functor restricts to a
procontinuous functor from CPO
U
to CPO
U


	 Disjoint sum
The disjoint sum P Q of two cpos is obtained by taking their disjoint union	
adding a new least element	 and declaring nothing in either component com
pares with anything in the other component but each component retains its
original order For a xed domain P 	 the endofunctor mapping a domain Q
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to P Q and whose action on mappings f Q Q

is the identity on P and
f on Q	 and is strict	 is easily seen to be procontinuous in fact continuous	
since it has an inverse which projects the domain P Q to Q
More generally	 we have the functor PQ  P QCPOCPO CPO

and which sends the pair of mappings f P  P

and gQ Q

to the strict
mapping f  g that acts as f on P and as g on Q It is easy to show this
functor is continuous	 since we can project from the sum P  Q onto either
factor


 Coalesced sum
The coalesced P  Q sum of two domains P and Q is formed by taking the
disjoint union and identifying the least elements This leads to a coproduct in
the category CPO

of cpos and continuous strict maps	 and the endofunctor
which maps a pair of domains P and Q to P  Q is the object level of a
left adjoint to the functor which sends a cpo Q to the diagonal QQ in
CPO

 CPO

 Strictly speaking	 this does not t within the framework we
outlined in the previous section But the duality of CPO
U
and CPO
L
restricts
to one of CPO
U
of strict upper adjoints and CPO
L
lower adjoints always are
strict	 so this is the category of lower adjoints whose upper adjoints also are
strict CPO

contains CPO

 CPO

as a subcategory which is closed under
limits and colimits	 so using this as the category B and CPO

as the category
A allows us to apply the results of the previous section to this setting

 Product
The product of cpos is another such Since CPO is cartesian closed	 for a xed
cpo Q	 the functor sending a cpo P to the product P  Q is left adjoint to
the functor sending R to Q  R Since both of these functors are locally
monotone	 the endofunctor sending P to P Q is procontinuous on CPO

 Internal Hom
As just commented for product	 for a xed cpo Q	 the endofunctor sending R
to Q R is a right adjoint and hence it preserves all limits
All of the above functors are covariant Of particular interest is the map
ping which sends a cpo P to P  P 	 which forms the object level of an
endofunctor only when one considers embeddingprojection pairs or more
generally	 adjoint pairs Nevertheless	 we have a result which provides a
procontinuous functor
Theorem  Let Q be a cpo Then the functor F CPO CPO
op
by F P  
P  Q and F fg  g 	 f for f P  P

is its own left adjoint
Proof For the xed cpo P 	 and for cpos Q and Q

	 we calculate
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QF Q

  Q Q

 P  by denition of F
 QQ

 P  as CPO is cartesian closed
 Q

Q P 
 Q

 Q P  as CPO is cartesian closed
 Q

 F Q  CPO
op
F Q Q



Having shown the continuity of each of the functors   P  and P  	
to guarantee the continuity of PQ  P  QCPO
op
 CPO CPO	 it is
appealing to believe that separate continuity implies joint continuity holds
on the categorical level	 i e that the following holds
Let F A B C be a functor which is separately procontinuous i e for
each a  A and each b  B the functors F aB C and F  bA C
are procontinuous Then F is procontinuous
Unfortunately	 this is not the case
Example  Let N denote the natural numbers	 and dene N  fg to
be the category whose objects are natural numbers and for which there is a
morphism from m to n if and only if m  n and m   for all n  N
Likewise	 let N  fg
op
denote the category whose objects are negative
natural numbers or  and for which there is a morphism from m to n if
and only if m  n and m   for all m  N Then both of these categories
are procomplete	 and it is easy to show that the functor
x y  jx yj N  fg
op
 N  fg  N  fg
where j    yj  jx  j   for all x  N  fg and all y 
N  fg is separately procontinuous But it is not jointly procontinuous	
since the diagonalfmm j m  Ng has value identically 	 but its limit
is 	 whose value is 
Thus	 absent another method of proof	 we must rely on a basic result
from  that a functor F A B between categories of cpos and continuous
maps that is locally continuous actually is procontinuous to show the functor
PQ  P  QCPO
op
U
 CPO
U
 CPO
U
is procontinuous
We can	 of course compose any of the functors listed so far to obtain pro
continuous functors For such a composition F 	 to nd an invariant cpo P
for F 	 the usual place to start is with the trivial domain fg and with an
embeddingprojection pair e fg  F fg and pF fg  fg For
example	 for the functor which acts on objects Q as F Q  P Q Q for
xed P 	 the embedding is the mapping  
	
 fg  fg  P  fg	
the constant mapping and the projection is p fg  P  fg  fg by
p  Then an invariant cpo P

for F is given by
P

 lim

F
n
fg F
n
p 	    	 F
m
p
mnN

the limit in the category CPO
p
 The procontinuity of F ensures that this

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limit is invariant under F 
 Algebraic Domains
The category of algebraic cpos allows us to rene our results	 and also to add
endofunctors which are not dened in the more general setting of CPO We
begin by recording a particular realization of the duality of CPO
U
with CPO
L
in this setting that considerably simplies the situation Let ALG denote that
category of algebraic cpos and continuous maps We begin with a lemma
Lemma  A continuous mapping f P  Q that is a lower adjoint to a
continuous mapping gQ P preserves compact elements
Proof Let k  KP 	 and suppose D  Q with fk v
Q
F
D Then gQ
P is continuous	 so
k v
P
gfk v
Q
gtD  tgD
and so there is some d  D with k v
P
gd Then fk v
Q
fgd v
Q
d 
Since any monotone mapping f KP   KQ extends uniquely to a
continuous mapping
 
f P  Q	 we cannot expect all monotone mappings
that preserve compact elements to be lower adjoints Moreover	 even the
criterion of preserving nite or even all existing suprema is not enough to
assure f s extension is a lower adjoint Hence we are led to the following
denition Recall that an ideal of a poset P is a directed lower set of P  the
family of ideals of a poset is an algebraic cpo whose set of compact elements
is isomorphic to P under the mapping x xP  IdP 
Denition  Amonotone mapping f P  Q between posets reects ideals
if f

I is a directed subset of P for each I  Q an ideal
Lemma  Let P and Q be algebraic cpos and let f KP   KQ be a
monotone mapping Then the continuous extension
 
f P  Q has a continu
ous upper adjoint gQ P if and only if f is ideal reecting
Proof For algebraic cpos P and Q	 it is an easy exercise to show that an
ideal reecting map f KP  KQ denes a mapping gQ P by gy 
tf

Ky that is continuous	 and that coincides with the upper adjoint of
 
f P  Q	 the continuous extension of f cf Proposition 
Conversely	 suppose
 
f P  Q has a continuous upper adjoint gQ P 
Then Proposition  implies gy  t
 
f

y  t
 
f

Ky We show that
f

Ky is directed Indeed	 if k k

 f

Ky	 then k k

v gy	 so there
is some k

 Kgy with k k

v k

 But then fk

 v
 
fgy v y	 and
fk

 is compact by Lemma  Since all the ideals of KQ are of the form
Ky for some y  Q	 this shows f is ideal reecting 
Theorem  The category ALG
L
is equivalent to the category POS
IR
of
posets and ideal reecting monotone maps The equivalence is implemented
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by the functors

KALG
L
 POS
IR
which sends an algebraic cpo to its set of compact ele
ments and which restricts a continuous lower adjoint between algebraic cpos
to the sets of compact elements and

The functor IdPOS
IR
 ALG
L
which sends a poset to its ideal completion
and a monotone mapping to its continuous extension to the ideal comple
tions 
This result means that solving a domain equation in ALG
U
	 which is the
same as solving the same equation in ALG
L
can be carried out in POS
IR
 The
advantage is that there is no concern about continuity  the solutions in POS
IR
involve posets and monotone maps
Of course	 one wonders about the morphisms of POS
IR
 exactly which
monotone maps qualify! While we do not have a more denitive result than
Proposition 	 it is clear that any monotone mapping f P  Q in POS
that has an upper adjoint gQ  P in POS qualies	 since the continuous
extension of  g to the ideals of P and Q is the upper adjoint to the continuous
extension
 
f of f 
Since ALG is a full subcategory of CPO	 but is not cartesian closed	 we can
apply any of the constructs from the previous section to ALG except those
involving the internal hom functor To include this functor	 we must either
extend the setting to all of CPO	 or else restrict attention further to any of
the full	 cartesian closed subcategories of ALG	 such as the category SDOM of
Scott domains and continuous maps in this setting	 the information systems
approach provides an alternative method for solving domain equations cf 
But there are additional constructs that are available within ALG which
cannot be constructed in CPO These are the categories of continuous algebras
To include them in our study	 we need a further ingredient
 A Useful Categorical Theorem
A typical example of a continuous algebra within ALG is given by any of the
power domains As described in 	 these are free ordered semilattices over
algebraic cpos While they are constructed from the compact elements which
is why these constructions cannot be carried out within the larger category
CPO	 the constructions are universal for all continuous maps between alge
braic cpos	 not just those that preserve compact elements For this reason	 it
is not immediately clear how to extend the constructs to the functorial level
from the description at the object level in terms of the compact elements of
the underlying algebraic cpo The following result provides the missing link
Theorem  Let A B and C be categories and suppose that F

A  B is
left adjoint to U

B A and F

A C is left adjoint to U

C A Suppose
further that there is a functor U

C  B such that U

 U

	 U

 Finally
suppose that there is a mapping b  Gb which sends each object of B to an

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object in A satisfying F

Gb  b for each b in B Then there is a left adjoint
F

B C with F

b  F

Gb and F

	 F

 F


A B
C
F

U

F

U

F

U

G  obB obA FGb  b


















Example  Consider the category POS as A	 ALG as B	 and for C the cat
egory ALG of algebraic infsemilattices those algebraic cpos that also are
infsemilattices for which the infoperation is Scott continuous It is straight
forward to show that the functor IdPOS ALG is left adjoint to the forgetful
functor
Moreover	 if INF is the category of infsemilattices and infsemilatticemaps	
then the left adjoint to the forgetful functor U  INF  POS sends each poset
P to the family P
L
P   f
F j   F  P niteg of nitely generated	
nonempty upper sets in P with union as the infoperation Combining this
left adjoint with the restriction of the ideal functor Id to INF gives the left
adjoint F

POS  ALG to the forgetful functor U

ALG  POS from
the category of infsemilattices that also are algebraic cpos	 and this forgetful
functor clearly factors through ALG via the inclusion functor U

ALG 
ALG
Thus	 we can apply Theorem  to conclude there is a left adjoint F

to
U

which satises F

P   IdF

KP  and F

	 Id  Id 	 P
L
 This tradi
tionally is called the upper or Smyth power domain functor Since the functor
F

ALG  ALG is a left adjoint	 we can apply the results of Section  to
conclude that F

is procontinuous Similar arguments apply to the other two
power domains	 or	 for that matter to the left adjoint that associates to each
algebraic cpo P the initial algebraic algebra over P 	 for each signature 
We return for a moment to the discussion following Theorem  We
pointed out that the lower adjoint of an adjunction in POS is ideal reecting	
so its extension to a continuous map in ALG is a lower adjoint That is	
adjunctions in POS extend to adjunctions in ALG under the functor Id Now	
given an endofunctor F POS  POS	 there is an embeddingprojection pair
e fg  F fg and pF fg fg	 and we can form an invariant poset
P  F P  by taking the colimit of the family F
n
P  F
m
	   	F
n
e
nmN

Using Theorem 	 we see that the ideal completion of P then is an invariant
algebraic cpo for the endofunctor we obtain from Id	F 
A particular example is the equation P  A

 P


aA
D where P
denotes the convex or Plotkin power domain that is shown in  to produce
a model for bisimulation The free ordered semilattice over a poset P is the

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family P
C
P   fhF i j   F  P niteg	 where hF i F 
F is the order
convex hull of F 	 and these sets are given the EgliMilner order hF i v
EM
hGi
if and only if F G and G 
F  Given a nite set A	 we can compose
this left adjoint with the one that rst sends a poset P to the direct sum
of Acopies of P 	 and follow that by lifting and then taking the coalesced
sum with the at poset with least element A

 This operation P  A


P
C

aA
P  denes a locally monotone endofunctor on POS Following this
endofunctor of POS by the ideal functor Id yields an adjunction between POS
and a subcategory of ALG Applying Theorem  shows that when applied to
the compact elements of an algebraic cpo	 this yields an endofunctor on ALG
Since the endofunctor dened on POS is indcontinuous	 it has an invariant
poset	 whose ideal completion is the desired invariant algebraic cpo
 Continuous Domains
Recall that the elements x y  P is a cpo P satisfy x is way below y written
x  y if	 for every directed subset D  P 	 if y v tD	 then there is some
d  D such that x v d The cpo P is continuous if	 for each y  P 	 the set
y  fx  P j x  yg is directed and satises y  t y One of the most
important aspects of  is the presentation of the theory of abstract bases	
originally developed by Smyth 	 which provides a parallel in the case of
continuous cpos to the role that compact elements play in the case of algebraic
cpos That presentation provides an equivalence between the category of
continuous cpos and continuous maps and the category of abstract bases and
socalled approximable mappings In this section we generalize the setting
somewhat in order to develop a parallel to the results of the last section that
relate the categories POS and ALG using the ideal functor Id We begin by
recalling some additional relevant denitions
Denition  An abstract basis is a pair B where B is a nonempty set
and  is a transitive relation on B satisfying the property
M  B nite x  B M  x  y  B M  y  x
Here	 M  x means m  x for all m M 
For example	 P is an abstract basis for any continuous cpo P  It is
shown in  that the family of ideals of an abstract basis B is a continuous
cpo in which I  J if and only if there is some x  B with I  fy j y  xg 
J  This leads to the equivalence between abstract bases and approximable
relations and continuous cpos and continuous maps We now generalize this
Denition  Let B and B



 be abstract bases The mapping
f B  B

is ideal if	 or all x y  B
i x  y implies 



fx 



fy	 and
ii 



fy  f



fx j x  yg

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It is easy to show that abstract bases and ideal mappings form a category	
which we denote by ABS Since partial orders are reexive	 monotone map
pings between them satisfy the second condition for being an ideal mapping
The rst condition for ideal mappings between partial orders is equivalent to
the mapping being monotone	 so it follows that POS is a full subcategory of
ABS
The rst condition for ideal mappings guarantees that an ideal mapping
f B  B

lifts to a mapping Idf IdB  IdB

 if I  B is a ideal	
then I is directed	 and the rst condition for f being ideal then implies fI
is 

directed	 so IdfI  



fI is an 

ideal of B

 Since the directed
supremum of ideals is just the union	 such a mapping clearly is continuous
As we now show	 the second condition is necessary to obtain an adjunction
between ABS and CON While any mapping satisfying the rst condition gives
rise to a continuous mapping between the ideal completions of the underlying
abstract bases	 by imposing the second condition we e
ectively pick out a
representative mapping between abstract bases among all those which give
rise to the same continuous mapping between their ideal completions In
particular	 any continuous mapping f P  Q between continuous cpos has
the property that f  P Q is ideal
Theorem  The forgetful functor which sends a continuous cpo P to
the abstract basis P and a continuous mapping f P  Q to the ideal
mapping f  P  Q is left adjoint to the ideal functor which sends
an abstract basis B to its ideal completion IdB and an ideal mapping
f  B B



 to the continuous mapping Idf IdB IdB


Proof It is easy to show that any continuous in fact monotone map f P 
Q between continuous cpos gives a mapping satisfying the rst condition when
considered as a mapping between P and Q For the second	 we need
that all three of f 	 P and Q are continuous
ty  y  tfy  fy  fy  ffx j x yg
Hence	 any continuous mapping f P  Q between continuous cpos gives rise
to an ideal mapping f  P Q
If B is an abstract basis	 then the way below relation on IdB is
given by
I  J if and only if b  B I 


x  J
This implies that the map 
B

 B IdB by 
B

x 


x is
in fact monotone	 and hence satises the rst condition The second condition
for an ideal mapping follows from the interpolation property for 



x  fy j y  xg  f


z j y  z  xg
using the interpolation property that denes abstract bases
If Q is a continuous cpo and f  B Q is an ideal mapping	 then
idf IdB IdQ sends each ideal I of B to the ideal fy  Q j

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x  I y  fxg This induces a continuous mapping
b
f  IdB  Q by
b
fI  tIdfI The composition
b
f 	 
B

satises
b
f
B

xtIdf


x  t  f


x denition of Id
tff


y j y  xg as f is ideal
If z  fx	 then the fact that Q is continuous and the second condition
for f being ideal implies there is some y  x with z  fy Since B
is an abstract basis	 there is some w with y  w  x	 which implies that
z f


w This implies fx  ff


y j y  xg	 which means
fx  t fx  tff


y j y  xg  fx
so all these terms are equal This shows
b
f
B

x  fx That
b
f is
the unique continuous mapping with this property follows from the fact that
IdB is generated by the principal ideals 
As in the case of algebraic cpos	 lower adjoints for continuous cpos arise in
a special way from mappings between the underlying abstract bases A simple
alteration to the proof of Lemma  yields the following generalization
Lemma  If f P  Q is a continuous lower adjoint between continuous
cpos then f preserves the waybelow relation i e if x  y  P  then
fx fy  Q 
Clearly any monotone mapping between abstract bases satises the rst
condition for being an ideal mapping	 but the second condition may fail So
we have to hypothesize this condition for a monotone mapping in order to
obtain a mapping in our category In any case	 we want to single out those
monotone	 ideal maps between abstract bases which extend to lower adjoints
on the ideal completions Thus	 we generalize the denition we used in the
algebraic case
Denition  An ideal mapping f  B  B



 is ideal reecting if
f

I is directed in B for all ideals I of B


Lemma  An ideal mapping f  B  B



 is ideal reecting if and
only if the continuous extension Idf IdB  IdB



 is a lower ad
joint
Proof As in the proof of Lemma 	 if f is ideal and ideal reecting	 then
it is easy to show that Idf is a lower adjoint to the mapping g IdB




IdB by gI

 


f

I


Conversely	 if the continuous extension Idf is a lower adjoint	 then Idf
preserves  by Lemma  Using Theorem 	 an argument similar to that
given in the proof of Lemma  then shows f

I

 is directed for any ideal
I

of B



 
Theorem 	 The category of continuous cpos and continuous lower adjoints
is equivalent to the category of abstract bases and ideal reecting mappings

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If we let ABS
IR
denote the category of abstract bases and ideal reecting
mappings	 then	 as in the case of POS
IR
	 a lower adjoint in ABS is certainly
in ABS
IR
	 but we have no better characterization of these mappings than
Lemma 
We can use these results to provide constructions of invariant continuous
cpos for various endofunctors of CON
U
	 the category of continuous cpos and
continuous maps that are upper adjoints much the way we did for algebraic
cpos within POR
IR
 We conne ourselves to an important example
Example 
 Let  E be a signature for a universal algebra with inequal
ities I e	   
n

n
is a family of operator symbols indexed by their arity
n  	 and E is a family of relations on T

V 	 the term algebra generated
by  over the alphabet V cf 	 Section  for details here The goal is
to construct the free  E algebra over a continuous cpo P that also is a
continuous cpo and for which all operations are continuous
This construction is presented in detail in Section  of  Without going
through all details	 the process is carried out within the category of abstract
bases and approximable mappings	 where there is the complication of relating
the inequalities in E to the relation  on an abstract basis B Given
an abstract basis B	 this is done by rst constructing the term algebra
T

B over B	 and using the relations E to induce the minimum monotone
preorderon cf  for details here	 which is the least preorder v on T

B
that satises all operators from  preserve the preorder Taking F B to be
T

B equipped with this preorder gives the free ordered algebra over B
The next step is to induce an approximation relation on F B that extends
the relation  on B	 and this is done by rst taking the relation  on B and
extending it to all of T

B by requiring all operators from  to respect the
relation The resulting relation 
s
yields an abstract basis on FB	 as is
shown in  The denition of 
s
and the fact that B is an abstract
basis imply that each f   is an ideal mapping from FB
s

n
 FB
s
	
n  arityf	 as is easily shown
The hard or at least	 laborious part of the construction then comes in
combining the extension
s
and the partial orderv to create an approximating
relation on F B this is accomplished by using the transitive closure ofv 	 
s
	 v and showing it satises the dening property to make F B an abstract
basis The crucial step is showing that the family v 	 
s
	 v
n
is increasing
in n	 and it follows from the construction that all of the operators from 
preserve this relation	 which is the same thing as saying that all operators on
an initial continuous algebra preserve the waybelow relation Moreover	 our
observation from the previous paragraph that all f   are ideal mappings
relative to the relation 
s
and the construction of  then imply that these
operators all are ideal mappings with respect to the relation which makes
FB into an abstract basis That is	 F B equipped with this relation is a
 Ealgebra that is an abstract basis all of whose operations preserve the
approximation relation	 and all of which also are ideal mappings

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It is easy to see that this construction yields the free  Eabstract basis
over B	 and that it extends to a left adjoint to the forgetful functor from
the category of such objects and monotone	  Emaps that also are ideal
maps It then follows from Theorem  that the ideal completion functor
when composed with this free functor yields a left adjoint to the inclusion of
continuous  Ealgebras and continuous  Emaps into CON Also note
that we can conclude that this endofunctor is procontinuous if we restrict to
continuous upper adjoints by Theorem 
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